LOCAL ACTIVITIES/WORKSHOPS
DOGAN CAN KARABUDAK

Name(s): DOGAN CAN KARABUDAK
Email: dogancankarabudak7@gmail.com
Country: Latvia
Name of the activity: EVS (Short term EVS) – Ball Factory, Spider Web, V Slackline, Pass
an Egg,Cross the river
Responsible person(s) of the workshop: 12 Volunteers in the group (4 Diﬀerent
Country Turkey, Macedonia, Spain, Portugal)
Venue of the activitie(s): Liepaja – Latvia (Liepājas Jaunie Vanagi) Outdoor and Indoor
Activities
Brief summary of the activities
During my short-term EVS, I made some activities everyday for children that diﬀerent age
groups.
1. Introduction (Inside)
2. Ice-breaking activity (Name games and Energizer) (Inside)
3. To separate 2 groups for Ball factory (Outside)
4. Ball Factorcy (Outside)
5. To Separate 3 groups for Spider Web, V Slackline , Cross the river (outside)
6. Each group to go 3 part (outside)
7. Pass the Egg (Joker Game) (outside)
8. Group Reﬂection and closing (inside)
Possible partnerships with other organizations/persons): Liepājas Jaunie Vanagi
(Organization) Liga Kreslina - Zigimants Fon Kreslins (Owner of Organization)

Target group of the activity: 10-18 ages. Everyday, We work diﬀerent ages and
classes. Group member is 10 between 30 People. They are children and teenagers.
Number of participants reached: 10-30 participants. Depend of day.
Age range of participants: 10-18 ages

Aims and objectives of the workshop
- To enhance the right communication between the participants
- To provide the team work and trust
- To make the participants appear their own abilities
- To use time eﬀectively
- To listen to each other and ﬁnd a common solution
- To enhance the dynamic of team
- To trust each other
Methodologies used
-Group exercise
-Group discussion
-Experiential learning outdoor activities
-Team building
-Observation
-Group reﬂection
Achievements reached
- Giving the diﬀerent results to same event from the children who are in diﬀerent age
groups
- Completing the activity successfully because of the individuals who knows each other
have a
good communication
- To provide using the 'time' eﬀectively at younger aged individuals
- To make the younger aged individuals listen to the group leaders more
- To enhance conﬁdence
Evaluation was done by the following methodologies
Evaluations were made using by diﬀerent technics after the workshop. It depended on
diﬀerent age
groups. These technics were:
1. The evaluation were made by dancing accompanied the music at the young aged group.
Group made a circle using by hats or balls. Whole team was asked for dancing and giving
the
object to the next one. Then, music was stopped and three questions were asked the
individuals who

has had the objects.
2. The individuls who were at the older aged group made also a circle and made them sit
on
chairs. Everyone was asked throwing to each other a rope which could be holding on once.
The person who held on the rope answered 3 questions. And then, the rope was thrown to
the next one.
Some comments by participants of local workshop
It was discussed that the workshop was really useful. And it was also provided the
communication between the team members and enhanced the trust to each other, team
work.

Some pictures of the local workshop

